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Collision-induced dissociation of the benzylammonium and the 4-tert-butyl benzylammonium
ions was studied experimentally in an electrospray ionization quadrupole-hexapole-quadrupole
tandem mass spectrometer. Ion fragmentation efficiencies were determined as functions of
the kinetic energy of ions and the collider gas (argon) pressure. A theoretical Monte Carlo
model of ion collisional excitation, scattering, and decomposition was developed. The model
includes simulation of the trajectories of the parent and the product ions flight through the
hexapole collision cell, quasiclassical trajectory modeling of collisional activation and scatter-
ing of ions, and Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) modeling of the parent ion decom-
position. The results of modeling demonstrate a general agreement between calculations and
experiment. Calculated values of ion fragmentation efficiency are sensitive to initial vibrational
excitation of ions, scattering of product ions from the collision cell, and distribution of initial
ion velocities orthogonal to the axis of the collision cell. Three critical parameters of the model
were adjusted to reproduce the experimental data on the dissociation of the benzylammonium
ion: reaction enthalpy and initial internal and translational temperatures of the ions. Subse-
quent application of the model to decomposition of the t-butyl benzylammonium ion required
adjustment of the internal ion temperature only. Energy distribution functions obtained in
modeling depend on the average numbers of collisions between the ion and the atoms of the
collider gas and, in general, have non-Boltzmann shapes. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2010, 21,
425–439) © 2010 American Society for Mass SpectrometryFragmentation of gaseous ions has long been animportant source of information on the propertiesof these ions and the corresponding parent spe-
cies. Studies of collision-induced dissociation (CID)
mass spectra of many types of ions provide important
information on their structure, thermochemistry, and
other properties; recently, the main focus of such stud-
ies shifted to the analysis of large biomolecules, such as
proteins and peptides (e.g., [1–11].
As a result of many studies, the many features of
collisional ion dissociation have been elucidated, in-
cluding those of fragmentation of the ions of large
biomolecules (e.g., [9, 12–17] and references therein).
However, the factors that determine absolute and rela-
tive abundances of possible fragments are not well
understood, certainly not to the point that would enable
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doi:10.1016/j.jasms.2009.11.007quantitative prediction of CID mass spectra. It is gen-
erally understood that the successful modeling of colli-
sional ion dissociation would require correct quantita-
tive description of three factors: (1) the chemical
mechanism of fragmentation (i.e., the sequence of in-
tramolecular rearrangements and decomposition and
the potential energy surfaces of these processes), (2)
rovibrational excitation of the parent ion as a result of
collisions with the inert collider gas, and (3) kinetics of
the dissociation of ions in competition with deactivating
collisions and removal of ions (via scattering or detec-
tion) from the collision cell of the mass spectrometer. A
number of earlier studies concentrated on modeling one
or two of these factors; reviews can be found in [9, 18].
Among these three factors, the collisional excitation of
ions is probably the one least well understood. Usually,
the results of modeling of experimental ion fragmenta-
tion data are presented in a form of effective tempera-
tures, with an implicit assumption that single or multi-
ple collisions of ions with the inert collider gas yield
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distribution in their shapes, although evidence of non-
Boltzmann behavior exists in the literature (e.g., [10,
19–22]. However, the goal of achieving the ability to
predict these energy distributions is far from being
realized. The most important characteristic of collisional
energy-transfer needed to be understood is the per-
collision activation function, P(E, E=, ECOLL), the prob-
ability of energy transfer from energy E= to energy E
upon a collision with a collider gas atom or molecule
with the relative kinetic energy ECOLL.
In a number of earlier works, experimental results of
CID experiments were used to derive various features
of energy distributions resulting from gas-phase colli-
sional activation of ions [23–30]. In a series of studies
([31–33] and references therein), the “survival yield”
method was used to evaluate the shapes of energy
distributions. In this method, the survival yield (frac-
tion of nonfragmented ions) was studied as a function
of the ion fragmentation energy barrier for a series of
similar ions with different substituents (such as ben-
zylpyridinium salts). The resultant dependences were
analyzed using Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM)
modeling to derive the energy distribution functions.
Vekey and coworkers performed a series of RRKM and
Master Equation modeling studies of collisional energy-
transfer and CID, with the “survival yield” and other
types of experiments supplying empirical data (e.g., ref-
erences [30, 32–37]. Laskin and coworkers performed a
series of studies directed at characterization of colli-
sional energy-transfer in multicollisional CID MS and
analyzing fragmentation energetics of large ions, in-
cluding peptide ions [18, 19, 38–42]. These authors used
RRKM/Master Equation modeling of CID in FT-ICR
mass spectrometer and proposed an analytical form of
the activation function [19]. An informative review of
studies directed at determining energy distributions
resulting from collisional ion activation is given in [18].
In a series of studies, Armentrout and coworkers inves-
tigated collision-induced dissociation of small poly-
atomic ions under the conditions of low pressures,
where most ions experience only single collisions with
the inert collider gas (e.g., references [11, 20, 43, 44].
These authors concentrated on determination of reac-
tion threshold energies, and performed RRKM model-
ing of the experimental data using a functional form of
the internal energy distribution derived from a theoret-
ical analysis of an empirical model of the collisional
energy dependences of the effective reaction cross sec-
tions [45, 46].
A significant effort towards understanding the char-
acteristics of per-collision activation functions was per-
formed by Meroueh and Hase [21, 22]. These authors
studied energy-transfer in activation of peptide ions by
collisions with noble gas atoms (mostly argon) using
classical trajectory calculations. In these theoretical
studies, dependences of energy-transfer on peptide size
and conformation, relative kinetic energy of colliders,
peptide temperature, intermolecular potential, and col-lider mass were studied. Rather broad P(E, E=, ECOLL)
distribution functions were obtained, with considerable
contributions at both small and large E E=E values.
Average energy-transfer efficiency was shown to be
large, in the range of 40–80%. Energy-transfer was
found to moderately increase with the size of the
peptide and to be somewhat more efficient for folded
structures as compared to extended conformations. It
was demonstrated that the energy-transfer efficiency is
sensitive to the repulsive part of the intermolecular
potential and to the collider mass: heavy atoms such as
Kr and Xe are more efficient activators than a light
collider like He. Meroueh and Hase also analyzed
collisional rotational activation; the results demon-
strated that between 1% and 8% of the relative kinetic
energy of colliders can be deposited into degrees of
freedom of peptide corresponding to its overall rota-
tions. Efficiency of rotational excitation decreased with
the increasing relative kinetic energy. In a recent work,
Martinez-Nunez et al. [47] extended the method of
Meroueh and Hase by including a Morse function term
in the force field describing the potential energy surface
of the ion and thus enabling modeling of ion dissocia-
tion. These authors applied the method to modeling
CID of Cr(CO)6
 in collisions with Xe. The results of
modeling were in general agreement with the experi-
mental data of Muntean and Armentrout [20].
In the current study, we performed a first-principles
modeling of collisional activation and dissociation of
two small ions (benzylammonium and 4-tert-butyl ben-
zylammonium) in a quadrupole-hexapole-quadrupole
tandem CID mass spectrometer.
C6H5CH2NH3
 ¡ C6H5CH2
NH3 (1)
C(CH3)3C6H4CH2NH3
 ¡ C(CH3)3C6H4CH2
NH3 (2)
The potential energy surfaces of the reactions were
studied using quantum chemical methods. Collisional
activation was described by performing quasiclassical
trajectory calculations using the method similar to that
of Meroueh and Hase. Kinetics of ion dissociation was
modeled using the RRKM method. The trajectories of
ion flight through the collision cell of mass spectrometer
were modeled using classical mechanics in a Monte
Carlo approach; processes of collisional activation, de-
activation, energy-dependent dissociation, and scatter-
ing out of the cell were included explicitly.
The modeling results were compared with the exper-
imental data on ion fragmentation obtained in the
current work.
Experimental
Ion fragmentation was studied by electrospray ioniza-
tion mass spectrometry using a Micromass Quattro
Micro instrument [48]. The solution was injected with a
syringe at a flow rate of 10 mL/min and the positive ion
spectrum was recorded in a “continuum” mode from
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optimize the parent ion signal (15 and 20 V for
C6H5CH2NH3
 and C(CH3)3C6H4CH2NH3
, respec-
tively). The parent ions were then selected for MS/MS
measurements. Each parent ion peak was examined at
20 different collision voltages (regularly spaced be-
tween 1.0 and 20.0 V) and the fragment peaks were
measured between m/z 20 and 200. The MS/MS runs,
lasting 3 min, were cycled repeatedly through the 20
collision voltages to enhance the reproducibility of the
relative peak intensities at the different voltages. Argon
was used as the collider gas. Parent and daughter ion
peak intensities were recorded as functions of the
collision voltage at several fixed pressures of the col-
lider gas in the range 0.0–0.53 Pa (0.0–4.0 mTorr). The
zero of the collision voltage scale was verified by
observing the effects of stopping voltages on the ion
signal in the absence of the collider gas.
The collision cell was comprised of a hexapole ion
guide with the pole diameter of 5.0 mm and the
inscribed diameter of 8.9 mm. The hexapole was en-
closed in a 25.5 mm i.d. cylindrical stainless steel
housing (122.9 mm long). Identical 1.8 mm i.d. entrance
and exit orifices were located at the ends of the cylinder.
The length of the poles of the hexapole was 120 mm.
The peak amplitude of the radio frequency (rf) power
applied to the poles of the hexapole was linearly scaled
with the mass setting of the first quadrupole (250 V zero
to peak at m/z  2000 Da, 840 kHz, setting set up by the
instrument manufacturer), resulting in 13.5 V for exper-
iments on reaction 1 and 20.5 V for those on reaction 2.
The major product ions observed in the experiments
were those of reactions 1 and 2, at mass numbers of 91
and 147. In the benzylammonium experiments, forma-
tion of ions at m/z  65 and 41 assigned to the products
of secondary decomposition of C6H5CH2
 was also
observed in minor amounts. These products were re-
sponsible for less than 2.5% of the total ion signal at
collision energies of 15 eV or less but their contribution
increased at highest collision energies reaching 18% at
20 eV and the pressure of 0.53 Pa (4.0 mTorr). In the
4-tert-butyl benzylammonium experiments, secondary
product ion fragmentation yielding ions at m/z 119 and
132 was more pronounced, contributing less that 1.2%
at collision energies of 10 eV or less, and reaching up to
17% and 62% of the total ion signal at the collision
energies of 15 and 20 eV, respectively, and the highest
collision cell pressure of 0.53 Pa (4.0 mTorr).
The results were expressed in the form of parent ion
fragmentation efficiency x(EKIN, P) calculated as the ratio
of the sum of all product ion signals to the sum of all ion
signals, which includes the product and the parent ion:
xEKIN,P
 Si
PRODUCTS
 Si
PRODUCTSPARENT
(3)
Here, ion signals Si were measured at the m/z values
corresponding to the respective peak maxima. EKIN andP are the collision energy (kinetic energy of the parent
ion upon entering the collision cell) and the gas pres-
sure in the cell.
The results are presented in Figures 1 and 2 together
with the results of modeling (see below). Upped plots in
both figures show energy-dependent fragmentation ef-
ficiency curves obtained at different pressures; lower
plots present the dependences of the fragmentation
efficiency on the pressure for a numbers of selected
values of the ion kinetic energy (3–20 eV).
As can be seen from the plots, x(EKIN, P) depen-
dences are represented by S-shaped curves, with zero or
almost zero fragmentation at low collision energies,
Figure 1. Experimental (closed symbols) and calculated (open
symbols and lines) dependences of the benzylammonium ion
fragmentation efficiency on the kinetic energy of the ion, EKIN
[parts (a) and (b)], and on the pressure in the collision cell [part
(c)]. The “best agreement” model was used in the calculations
(TINT  600 K, H0
0(1)  137.1 kJ mol1, TTR  600K, see text).
Plots for 0.40 and 0.53 Pa (3.0 and 4.0 mTorr) in part (b) and those
for 10, 15, and 20 eV in part (c) are shifted in the vertical direction
by successive increments of 0.5 to avoid crowding of the data
points. Error bars show standard deviations from multiple
measurements.
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2 eV and 15 eV for reaction 2), and then leveling off or
slow decrease at higher energies. Curves obtained at
low pressures (0.027–0.27 Pa, or 0.2–2 mTorr) generally
reach a fragmentation efficiency maximum of less than
100% and then demonstrate a weak decline at high EKIN
values; those obtained at higher pressures reach satu-
ration at 100% fragmentation efficiency without any
further decline. Incomplete fragmentation observed at
low pressures despite high collision energies generally
corresponds to the conditions where a fraction of parent
ions passes through the collision cell without undergo-
ing a single collision with the gas.
Average numbers of collisions experienced by the
Figure 2. Experimental (closed symbols) and calculated (open
symbols and lines) dependences of the 4-tert-butyl benzylammo-
nium ion fragmentation efficiency on the kinetic energy of the ion,
EKIN [parts (a) and (b)], and on the pressure in the collision cell
[part (c)]. Plots for 0.40 and 0.53 Pa (3.0 and 4.0 mTorr) in part (b)
and those for 10, 15, and 20 eV in part (c) are shifted in the vertical
direction by successive increments of 0.5 to avoid crowding of the
data points.ions under different conditions in the collision cell arenot easily determined because of the uncertainty in the
definition of a collision event, as well as involvement of
the processes of scattering and decomposition of ions.
However, for the purposes of qualitative analysis of
conditions, a rough estimate based on the equation
NCOLL   n l can be used for the average number of
collisions per parent ion reaching the end of the colli-
sion cell. Here,  is the effective collisional cross section,
n is the concentration of the collider gas, and l is the
length of the collision cell. Using an estimated effective
collision radius of 4.5 Å for benzylammonium–argon
collisions, one obtains NCOLL  0.5 for the lowest
pressure of 0.027 Pa (0.2 mTorr), and NCOLL  6.4 for
the highest pressure used, 0.53 Pa (4.0 mTorr).
A mode of presentation of the results alternative to
that used in Figures 1 and 2 is to plot the effective
reaction cross sections R obtained using the equation
(1  x(EKIN, P))  exp (Rn l) as functions of the ion
kinetic energy. For the conditions of single collisions,
the effective reaction cross sections formalism provides
more direct connection with the individual act of colli-
sional excitation and decomposition of the ion. How-
ever, under the conditions of multiple collisions the
values of effective reaction cross sections do not repre-
sent per-collision quantities and thus are pressure de-
pendent and less useful. For illustrative purposes, ex-
amples of plots of the R versus EKIN dependences
obtained for reaction 1 at the pressures of 0.027, 0.13,
and 0.53 Pa (0.2, 1.0, and 4.0 mTorr) are presented in the
Supporting Information (Figure 1S, which can be found
in the electronic version of this article).
Model
Potential Energy Surfaces
The potential energy surfaces (PES) of reactions 1 and 2
were studied using quantum chemical methods. Energy
optimization was performed using the density func-
tional theory (DFT) method with the BH&HLYP [49, 50]
functional and, for reaction 1, single-point energy val-
ues were calculated using the CCSD(T) method [51–53].
The aug-cc-pvdz basis set [54] was used in all calcula-
tions. A version of the BH&HLYP functional imple-
mented in the Gaussian 03 program [48, 55] was used
(Gaussian 03 was used in all PES calculations) which, as
described in the program manual, is different from that
of [49]. The choice of the BH&HLYP functional was
based on the reported positive results of using this
method for studies of the properties of transition states
(see, for example, references [56–61]). In the case of
reaction 2 the sizes of the species involved prevented
the use of the CCSD(T) method. Thus, 0 K reaction
enthalpy was calculated using the method of isodesmic
reactions (see below) and the energy of the transition-
state (PES saddle point) was obtained using the RESLIR
method [62].
The minimum energy path for the reaction of decom-
position of the benzylammonium ion passes through a
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completely separated NH3  C7H7
 products. The reac-
tion path proceeding through this saddle point leads to
a shallow PES minimum corresponding to a weakly
bound NH3  C7H7
 complex (denoted as C7H7
[NH3]
henceforth), which can decompose into NH3 and C7H7

via a very “loose” [63–66] transition-state. The PES of
reaction 1 obtained in quantum chemical calculations
and the shape of the transition-state and the complex
are illustrated in Figure 3. Here and henceforth, the
term “transition-state” given without any additional
qualifiers denotes the PES saddle point located on the
reaction path between the equilibrium configuration of
the parent ion and the weakly bonded C7H7
[NH3]
complex.
The PES of reaction 2 has the same qualitative shape.
The energy of the products relative to that of the reactants
(0 K reaction enthalpy) was evaluated by correcting the
H0
0 of reaction 1 obtained at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-
pvdz//BH&HLYP/aug-cc-pvdz level by the 0 K enthalpy
of the isodesmic reaction
C(CH3)3C6H4CH2NH3
C6H5CH2

¡ C(CH3)3C6H4CH2
C6H5CH2NH3
 (4)
calculated at the less computationally expensive
BH&HLYP/aug-cc-pvdz level (28.7 kJ mol1, elec-
tronic energy only). This application of the isodesmic
reaction method for reaction 2 is equivalent to obtaining
the enthalpy of reaction 2 by using the high-level H0
0 of
reaction 1 and correcting it by the difference between
H0
0(2) and H0
0(1) obtained at the lower computational
level (i.e., H0
0(2)  H0
0(1,CCSD(T))  H0
0(4,DFT) 
H0
0(1,CCSD(T))  (H0
0(2,DFT)  H0
0(1,DFT))). The
energy of the weakly bound C(CH3)3C6H4CH2
[NH3]
Figure 3. The potential energy surfaces of reactions 1 and 2
obtained in quantum chemical calculations. In modeling the
decomposition of C6H5CH2NH3
, the values of H0
0(1), energy of
the transition-state, and that of the C7H7
[NH3] complex had to be
lowered by 25 kJ mol1 to achieve agreement between calculations
and experiment (see text). The same adjustment by 25 kJ mol1was applied to the analogous parts of the PES of reaction 2.intermediate was also obtained by correcting the
CCSD(T)-level value obtained for the corresponding
intermediate of reaction 1 by the DFT-level difference
between C(CH3)3C6H4CH2
[NH3] and C6H5CH2
[NH3]
(all energies are relative to those of the corresponding
parent ions). The energy of the transition-state of
reaction 2 was obtained via the RESLIR(CCSD(T)//
BH&HLYPBH&HLYP/aug-cc-pvdz) method [62] based
on application of the formalism of isodesmic reactions
to transition states.
The calculated H0
0 of reaction 1, 162.1 kJ mol1, is in
agreement with the H0
0 value estimated from the
known thermochemical properties of the species in-
volved, 150  16 kJ mol1. The latter value was ob-
tained using the standard enthalpies of formation of
C6H5CH2NH3
 (704.5 10.7 kJ mol1), C6H5CH2
 (105.7
4.6 kJ mol1), and NH3 (45.9  0.6 kJ mol
1 [67]);
these data for the ions were calculated using the values
of heats of formation of the neutral species [67–69], the
ionization energy of C6H5CH2 [70], and the proton
affinity of benzylamine [71]. Here, the uncertainties in
all thermochemical parameters were treated as system-
atic, and thus propagated through linear combination
[72]. An alternative, “randomatic” method of propaga-
tion of errors based on treating all uncertainties as
describable by statistical techniques [72] would require
combining uncertainties in quadrature. Application of
this method yields a lower value of uncertainty in H0
0
of reaction 1, 9.4 kJ mol1, which, in our opinion, is an
underestimation. As described below, the values of
H0
0(1), energy of the transition-state, and that of the
C7H7
[NH3] complex had to be lowered by 25 kJ mol
1
in modeling the decomposition of C6H5CH2NH3
 to
achieve agreement between calculations and experi-
ment. The resultant H0
0(1)  137.1 kJ mol1 is also
within the range of uncertainty of the experimental
value (but outside the range of uncertainty calculated
by the randomatic method of propagation of errors).
Collisional Excitation and Dissociation of Ions
and Their Flight Through the rf-Only Hexapole
Collision Cell
Modeling of the processes of ion flight through the
hexapole and their collisional excitation and dissocia-
tion was aimed at most closely reproducing the exper-
imentally obtained quantities, i.e., ion counts of the
parent and the product ions. It was assumed that the
combination of the second quadrupole and the ion
detector has the same sensitivity to all ions irrespective
of their masses and chemical identities. Thus, modeling
of the events occurring in the hexapole concentrated on
the amounts of the parent and the product ions leaving
the hexapole assembly through the exit aperture.
The Monte Carlo algorithm used is described in the
diagram in Figure 4. An overview of the algorithm is
given here and details of individual modeling steps are
provided below. In the diagram, computational proce-
430 KNYAZEV AND STEIN J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2010, 21, 425–439dures and operations (e.g., computing ion trajectory or
counting ion as detected) are represented with rectan-
gles; Monte Carlo selection of important parameters is
represented with ovals, and logical switches based on
outcomes of calculated ion trajectories are shown as
pentagons.
Ions entering the hexapole through the entrance
aperture are assumed to have an energy distribution
characterized by an internal temperature TINT and a
distribution of velocities orthogonal to the axis of the
mass spectrometer described by an effective transla-
tional temperature TTR. Each individual ion entering the
collision cell is assigned the following parameters: the
kinetic energy of the motion along the cell axis EKIN,
the energy of the active degrees of freedom (all degrees
of freedom except the overall two-dimensional rotation,
Figure 4. The Monte Carlo algorithm used in modeling of
collisional excitation and dissociation of ions and their flight
through the rf-only hexapole collision cell.see references [64–66]) EACT, the energy of the two-dimensional “adiabatic” overall rotation E2D, the com-
ponents of the ion velocity vector V
¡
(in the stationary
system of coordinates), and the coordinates of the ion in
the plane of the entrance aperture (X,Y). Here, the value
of the ion kinetic energy upon entering the collision cell
(EKIN) was fixed and any distribution of EKIN (charac-
teristic of real instruments) was ignored. EACT and E2D
were obtained using Monte Carlo selection from a
thermal distribution corresponding to TINT. The com-
ponent of V
¡
directed along the cell axis, VZ, was
determined by the value of EKIN; those orthogonal to
the cell axis, VX and VY, were obtained via Monte Carlo
selection from a thermal distribution corresponding to
TTR. X and Y were randomly selected within the aper-
ture. During the flight through the collision cell, the ion
is always characterized by these parameters, which
undergo evolution as a result of interaction with the rf
electromagnetic field and collisions with the collider
gas. If the active energy is sufficiently high, the ion can
undergo decomposition with a rate constant kDEC,
which depends on the values of EACT and E2D. Thus, a
value of kDEC is always assigned zero in the case of low
energies and non-zero (calculated from EACT and E2D)
in the case of energy sufficient to overcome the barrier
to decomposition. A detailed description of the RRKM
model used to calculate kDEC and differentiation of
degrees of freedom as active or adiabatic is given below.
Each Monte Carlo trial begins with an ion character-
ized by EKIN, EACT, E2D, kDEC, X, Y, and V
¡
entering the
collision cell. At this point, the ion path length L and
life time with respect to reaction (decomposition) tDEC
are selected in a Monte Carlo procedure based on the
values of the concentration of the collider gas and the
rate constant of decomposition (the second oval from
the top in Figure 4). In the beginning of the trial kDEC is
zero and tDEC is infinity. However, the automatic link
between kDEC and tDEC values is present here because
this step of the algorithm is repeated via a loop later,
with higher values of internal energy and non-zero
kDEC. Then, in the next step of the algorithm, a trajectory
of the ion flight through the collision cell is calculated
using integration of the classical equations of motion of
a charged particle in electromagnetic field (see below).
The trajectory continues until either the travel length L
or the time tDEC is reached. The following outcomes of
this trajectory calculation are possible (see notations on
the diagram): “Scattering,” “Exit hexapole,” “Collision”
with the collider gas, and “Reaction.” “Scattering” means
that the trajectory of the ion takes it outside the central
region of the cell and the ion strikes one of the poles or
the housing of the cell. In this case, the trial is termi-
nated and the ion does not contribute to either the
parent or the product signals. Exiting the collision cell
(“Exit hexapole”) means that ion reached the end of the
collision cell and exited through the exit aperture. In
this case the ion is counted as contributing to the parent
ion signal (“Parent ion detection” in the diagram). If the
ion reaches the end of the collision cell but strikes the
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this event counts as “Scattering.”
“Collision” means that the ion collided with an atom
of the collider gas. In this case, the collision event is
modeled via quasiclassical trajectory calculation. This
type of trajectory calculation is different from that used
above in that the modeled event occurs on a signifi-
cantly shorter time scale and the interaction defining
the process is not that of a point charge with an
electromagnetic field but of a polyatomic ion with an
atom of the collider gas. Details of the ion-atom models
and the computational procedures used are given be-
low. After a collision occurred and its characteristics
were calculated (see below), the algorithm is looped
into the first step, where the next values of the path
length L and life time tDEC are selected.
The “Reaction” outcome of the trajectory run means
that time equal to tDEC was reached before the distance
traveled exceeded the value of L. In this case, the parent
ion is replaced with the product ion and the corre-
sponding values of the kinetic energy, vibrational en-
ergy, energies of the adiabatic and active rotations, and
components of the velocity vector (E=KIN, E=ACT, E=2D, V¡)
are calculated. Calculation of these quantities is per-
formed via Monte Carlo selection from appropriate
distributions of kinetic and internal energies of the ion
and neutral reaction products obtained using the “prior
distribution” model [73] and the laws of conservation of
energy and momentum. Trajectory of the product ion
flight through the collision cell is then calculated using
the same methodology that was applied to the parent
ion, with the possibility of reaction excluded. The
corresponding components of the Monte Carlo algo-
rithm are represented in Figure 4 with ovals, rectangles,
and pentagons with borders drawn using dashed lines.
The product ion can undergo collisions with the gas,
with the poles or walls of the collision cell, or exit the
cell through the exit aperture. In the latter case the ion
is counted as contributing to the product ion signal
(“Product ion detection” in the diagram).
Typically, ten thousand Monte Carlo trials were
performed for each set of conditions, i.e., ion kinetic
energy and pressure in the collision cell. The results
were expressed in the form of fragmentation efficiency
x(EKIN, P): the ratio of the number of the product ions
leaving the collision cell to the numbers of all (parent
and product) ions leaving the cell through the exit
aperture.
RRKM models of ion decomposition. The RRKM models
of ion decomposition were based on the potential
energy surfaces of reactions 1 and 2 described above
(Figure 3). The minimum energy path for reaction 1
proceeds through the transition-state with energy be-
low that of the products to a shallow-minimum com-
plex formed by NH3 and C6H5CH2
. The complex can
dissociate via a “loose” [63–66] transition-state into
ammonia and the benzylium ion. The dynamic bottle-neck of the reaction was assumed to be positioned at the
PES saddle point, i.e., the transition-state leading to the
complex. Microcanonical rate constants k(EACT, E2D)
depending on the energy in the active degrees of
freedom (EACT) and that of the two-dimensional overall
adiabatic rotation (E2D) were calculated using the
RRKM method [64–66]. Active degrees of freedom
were assumed to include all vibrations, internal rotors,
and one overall rotation with the smallest moment of
inertia, in both the excited parent ion and the transition-
state [64–66]. To ensure that only ions possessing
internal energy sufficient to overcome the 0 K enthalpy
of the reaction contribute to the overall reaction rate, all
values of k(EACT, E2D) were set to zero for EACT E2D
H0
0(1). This criterion is based on the fact that ions
possessing EACT that is below H0
0 (1) but larger than
the energy of the PES saddle point may still contribute
to the reaction provided that they have sufficiently
large E2D, i.e., if they overcome the centrifugal barrier
[65, 66] for the reaction. The centrifugal barrier is
determined by the value of E2D, the moments of inertia
of the benzylammonium ion, and the dependence of the
potential energy and the two-dimensional moment of
inertia of the decomposing C7H7
[NH3] complex on the
distance between the separating products, C7H7
 and
NH3. Detailed accurate PES information needed for
exact calculation of the centrifugal barrier values is not
available. However, given that the moment of inertia of
the long-range effective transition-state for the decom-
position of the C7H7
[NH3] complex can be expected to
be significantly larger than that of the C6H5CH2NH3

ion, the overall (potential energy plus centrifugal) bar-
rier can be estimated as H0
0(1)  E2D. Thus, the
condition for an ion to be able to overcome this total
barrier becomes EACT  H0
0(1)  E2D, which coincides
with the criterion given above.
The model of reaction 2 is similar to that of reaction
1, with differences in the energies of the optimized
structures of the PES and vibrational and rotational
properties of the species involved. The details of the
models (geometries of the species, vibrational frequen-
cies, rotational constants, and energies) are given in the
Supporting Information.
A modification of the model of reaction 1 was
introduced in an attempt to achieve better agreement
between the experimental and the calculated fragmen-
tation efficiency curves: the value of 0 K reaction
enthalpy H0
0(1) was adjusted to 137.1 kJ mol1. This
modification is described in more detail and discussed
below, in the Results and Discussion section.
Modeling of ion flight through the hexapole collision cell.
Ion trajectories were calculated by numerically integrat-
ing the Newton’s second law equation. Ion was approx-
imated by a charged point mass. Equations given for an
ideal hexapole in [70] were used to describe the coor-
dinate and time dependence of the electric field in the
collision cell. The time integration step was typically 12
ns (1/100th of the rf period). It was assumed that
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only inside the collision cell housing; presence of gas
outside the collision cell in the vicinity of its entrance
and exit orifices was ignored.
Modeling of ion collisions with the monoatomic collider gas
and energy transfer. Quasiclassical trajectory calcula-
tions were performed to model the collisions of the ions
with the monoatomic collider gas (argon) and the
resulting energy-transfer and change in the value and
direction of the ion’s velocity. The program MARINER
[74], which is a customized version of VENUS96 [75],
was used in these calculations.
For the purpose of collision simulations, the poten-
tial energy surface of the ion was represented with a
harmonic force field employing three types of terms:
bond stretches, bends, and torsions. This method of PES
representation is well described in the literature (e.g.,
[76–78]. AMBER [76] force field parameters were used
as the source of force constants needed to describe the
PES of the benzylammonium and the 4-tert-butyl ben-
zylammonium ions. The intermolecular potential de-
scribing the interaction between the argon atom and the
polyatomic ion was of the pairwise-additive type,
where the overall potential energy function is given by
a sum of distance-dependent potentials of interaction
between Ar and all individual atoms of the ion. These
inter-atomic potentials were represented by the
exponential–ninth power expression
VRA expBR
C
R9
(5)
Here, R is the inter-atomic distance and A, B, and C
are the parameters specific to each combination of
atoms. The exponential term describes the long-range
attractive part of the potential and the ninth-power
term is responsible for the short-range repulsive part.
The parameters A, B, and C of inter-atomic interac-
tions were taken from the work of Meroueh and Hase,
[21], who used high-level quantum chemical calcula-
tions to evaluate the interactions between Ar atoms and
the constituent atoms of small peptides. Since [21] did
not include parameters for aromatic carbons and hydro-
gens, these were calculated using the procedure applied
by Meroueh and Hase for other types of atoms.
QCISD(T)/6-31G(d,p) – level [79] calculations with
counterpoise corrections [75, 80] were performed to
determine the energy of interaction between Ar and
benzene at various separations. The resultant potential
energy curves were fitted with expression 5 to obtain the
requisite parameters (given in Supporting Information).
The velocity of the relative ion–Ar motion was taken
from the output of calculation of the trajectory of the ion
flight through the collision cell and fed into the MARINER
input. Thermal velocity of the Ar atom was added via a
random selection from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distri-
bution. Other input data transferred to the MARINERprogram were the energy of the two-dimensional over-
all rotation of the ion and its energy in the active
degrees of freedom. The latter value was added to the
zero-point energy calculated from the vibrational fre-
quencies resulting from the force field representation of
the ion PES. The initial impact parameter b and the
relative orientation of the ion–Ar pair were selected
using Monte Carlo sampling. The b parameter ranged
from 0 to the maximum value of b0 (8.0 Å for Ar–
benzylammonium and 10.0 Å for Ar–4-tert-butyl ben-
zylammonium collisions). These respective values of b0
were used in calculating the cross section (b0
2 for
determining the probabilities of Ar–ion collisions in the
Monte Carlo selection of the ion path length L before
modeling the ion flight through the hexapole (see
above). Initial separation of the species in MARINER
calculations was 15 Å; the integration time step was in
the 0.1–0.3 fs range.
For each event of an ion–Ar collision, an individual
trajectory was calculated and the output of the MARINER
program was fed to subsequent calculations within the
same continuing simulation of an individual ion travel
through the hexapole collision cell. The following data
were transferred: the changes in E2D and EACT due to
collision (usually, excitation of the ion, although deac-
tivating collisions also occurred) and the changes in the
value and the direction of the relative velocity of the
colliding species (used to calculate EKIN and V
¡
after the
collision). The new value of kDEC was calculated using
the new values of E2D and EACT; this value was later
used in the Monte Carlo selection of the next life time
tDEC of the ion.
Results and Discussion
Dissociation of Benzylammonium
Internal energy and reaction enthalpy. The results of
modeling of reaction 1 are highly sensitive to the values
of the reaction enthalpy and the internal temperature of
the ions. Thus, both were used as adjustable parameters
that were varied to achieve agreement with the exper-
imental ion fragmentation efficiency profiles. The best
agreement was observed when the values of TINT  600
K and H0
0(1)  137.1 kJ mol1 were used. In the
process of varying and adjusting of these parameters,
step sizes of 50 K and 5.0 kJ mol1 were used for TINT
and H0
0(1), respectively. The limits of variation of
H0
0(1) were determined by a requirement that it should
stay within the uncertainties of the experimental value
(see above). When H0
0(1) was varied, the energies of
the transition-state of reaction 1 and of the C7H7
[NH3]
complex relative to that of the products were fixed at
the values obtained in quantum chemical calculations.
It was observed that the calculated fragmentation effi-
ciency curves displayed significantly lower sensitivity
to variations in the position of the transition-state on the
energy scale than to changes in H0
0(1) and TINT. Also,
varying the two lowest vibrational frequencies of the
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effects on the fragmentation efficiency curves.
The effect of variations in TINT can be seen from the
plots in Figure 5a, where the fragmentation efficiency
curves calculated using different TINT are compared
with the experimental data. Higher values of TINT result
in shifting of the calculated curve to lower values of the
ion kinetic energy and higher values of the maximum
fragmentation efficiency. Decreasing H0
0(1) has a sim-
ilar effect, although the maximum value of the fragmen-
tation efficiency is less sensitive to H0
0(1) than it is to
TINT. The selected combination of TINT and H0
0(1) was
chosen based on the best overall agreement between the
shapes of the calculated and the experimental curves.
Most likely, this combination of TINT and H0
0(1) is not
Figure 5. Effects of (a) the effective internal temperature of the
ion TINT, (b) accounting for scattering of the product ions, and (c)
the initial ion translational temperature TTR on the calculated
fragmentation efficiency curves. Calculated (open symbols) and
experimental (closed circles) values of fragmentation efficiency of
the benzylammonium ion are shown. The pressure in the collision
cell is 0.067 Pa (0.5 mTorr) of argon. Error bars show standard
deviations from multiple measurements. The “best agreement”
model (T  600 K, H0(1)  137.1 kJ mol1, T  600K) wasINT 0 TR
used in the calculations, with variations as indicated.unique; possibly other values can result in similar
degree of agreement between theory and experiment,
especially considering that other parameters of the
model (e.g., the effective translational temperature and
the entropy of the transition-state) can also be varied
within reasonable ranges. The selected value of H0
0(1),
137.1 kJ mol1, is within the range of uncertainty of the
experimental value, 150  16 kJ mol1 (see above).
Effects of product ion scattering. The results of calcula-
tions demonstrate that accurate description of both
reactant and product ion trajectories in the hexapole
collision cell is important for modeling fragmentation
efficiencies. Figure 5b displays the calculated fragmen-
tation efficiency curves for the pressure of 0.067 Pa (0.5
mTorr) obtained using two different methods. The first
method is that described above; it follows the algorithm
of Figure 4. The second method uses a simplified
procedure, where ion trajectories are not followed com-
pletely through the collision cell but only to the point of
occurrence of one of the following events: dissociation,
scattering, or reaching the end of the cell. In the case of
the second method, fragmentation efficiency is calcu-
lated as the ratio of the number of decomposed parent
ions to the total number of parent ions entering the cell.
The main difference between the first and the second
methods is that in the first method, the ratio of numbers
of ions passing through the exit aperture of the cell
determines the value of the fragmentation efficiency
and in the simplified second method this quantity is
given by the ratio of the numbers of reacted ions to that
of all parent ions in the cell.
As can be seen from the plots, the simplified method
yields significantly larger values of fragmentation effi-
ciency, indicating that, under these conditions, scatter-
ing of product ions is larger than that of the parent ions.
In other words, the fraction of ions that pass through
the exit aperture of the cell is smaller for the product
ions than for the parent ions. This can be explained by
the additional random-direction component of velocity
acquired by the product ions through kinetic energy
release in the reaction. The differences between the
results of the simplified method and those of complete
description of ion scattering appear to be more pro-
nounced at high EKIN, most likely, due to larger vibra-
tional excitation and thus larger excess energy released
in the dissociation reaction. Thus, the qualitative shapes
of the calculated fragmentation efficiency curves are
different for the original and the simplified methods.
Neglecting the differences in scattering between the
parent and product ions results in fragmentation effi-
ciency increasing monotonically with the ion kinetic
energy. Taking these differences into account (in the
original method) results in calculated curves that show
rapid rise, saturation, and weak decline in the fragmen-
tation efficiency versus ion kinetic energy dependences,
reproducing the experimentally observed trends.
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both parent and product, is affected by the distribution
of velocities orthogonal to the axis of the cell. The main
parameter controlling this distribution in the current
model is the translational ion temperature TTR. Figure
5c demonstrates the effects of different values of trans-
lational temperature on the shapes of fragmentation
efficiency curves at the pressure of 0.067 Pa (0.5 mTorr).
In these calculations, the values of TINT  600 K and
H0
0(1) 137.1 kJ mol1 were used. As can be seen from
the plots, qualitative curve shapes change from mono-
tonic increase with a trend towards saturation at low
TTR to, at larger TTR, faster growth at low EKIN, satura-
tion, and slight decrease at higher EKIN. The latter
behavior is more consistent with the observed experi-
mental trends.
The actual distribution of orthogonal ion velocities is
not known. To approximately evaluate this distribution,
modeling of ion flight through the first quadrupole of
the MS/MS apparatus, which supplies the ions entering
the hexapole collision cell, was performed using the
SIMION 7 program [48, 81]. Actual parameters of the
quadrupole mass spectrometer were used: 13.1 cm
length, 1.20 cm rod diameter, 22.6 mm inscribed diam-
eter, rf voltage 1.5 V/Da, DC voltage 1/6 of the rf
voltage. In the simulation process, ions were randomly
and uniformly generated in the plane of the entrance
aperture of the quadrupole and assigned random ther-
mal velocities (100 K) and additional velocity in the
direction of the quadrupole axis corresponding to the
accelerating voltage of 5 V. The results of the simulation
indicate that ions exiting the quadrupole through the
exit aperture (taken to be the same as the entrance
aperture of the hexapole collision cell) have compo-
nents of the velocity orthogonal to the axis of the cell
that significantly exceed original thermal velocities.
This orthogonal acceleration is the result of the action of
the rf/DC field guiding the ions through the quadru-
pole. The distributions of the orthogonal component of
the ion kinetic energy were non-thermal and best de-
scribed with double-exponential functions, where the
dominant (	90%) part can be described by an effective
temperature of 800–1000 K and the minor (	10%)
part by an effective temperature of 9000–13,000 K. An
example of such distribution is presented in Supporting
Figure 2S. These orthogonal velocities, however, de-
pended on the exact settings of the rf and DC compo-
nents of the quadrupole voltages. Given the fact that
these voltages are generally tuned to achieve optimal
resolution and transmittance but not recorded, and that
SIMION modeling was sensitive to the (unknown)
initial distribution of the values and directions of ion
velocities, as well as the positions of ion entry within
the entrance aperture, the results of this modeling were
used only in a qualitative way, as a confirmation that
the orthogonal translational energies of ions entering
the collision cell are large, corresponding to TTR mea-
sured in hundreds or thousands of Kelvin. The value of
TTR was thus used as an adjustable parameter in theMonte Carlo modeling of ion scattering and decompo-
sition. As can be seen from the plots in Figure 5c,
selecting higher TTR generally resulted in somewhat
larger fragmentation efficiencies. Thus, TTR is coupled
in the modeling process with H0
0 and TINT.
Calculated transmission properties of the hexapole
cell at zero pressure (no collisions) also depend on the
translational ion temperature. Supporting Figure 3S
displays the zero-pressure experimental and the calcu-
lated dependences of the parent ion signal on EKIN.
None of the calculated curves matches the experimental
dependence exactly. The qualitative shape of the 600 K
dependence, however, resembles the experimental
curve somewhat better than the other dependences
given on the plot.
In the working “best agreement” model, the value of
TTR  600K was thus selected, which also results in a
reasonable qualitative match between the shapes of the
fragmentation efficiency versus pressure dependences.
The selected combination of TTR and the rest of model
parameters is not unique; for example, using higher
value of TTR would result in somewhat larger values of
calculated fragmentation efficiency and thus require a
lower TINT or higher H0
0(1) to bring the calculations
into agreement with experiment.
Fragmentation efficiency dependence on the kinetic energy of
ions. The calculated dependences of the ion fragmen-
tation efficiency on EKIN resulting from the use of the
selected working model of reaction 1 are presented in
Figure 1, together with the corresponding experimental
dependences. Different plots correspond to different
pressures of argon in the collision cell. As can be seen
from the plots, the calculations generally adequately
reproduce the energies at which the sharp rise of
fragmentation efficiency occurs, although the agree-
ment is somewhat poorer at low pressures, especially
for reaction 2. The general shapes of the curves are also
well reproduced: sharp rise followed by saturation (at
higher pressures) or slow decline (at lower pressures).
The absolute values of fragmentation efficiency are
described somewhat less accurately. Deviations of the
calculated dependences from the experimental ones are
most noticeable at pressures where 100% dissociation is
not achieved even at large EKIN values, P  0.27 Pa (2
mTorr). The agreement between the positions of the sharp
rise of the fragmentation efficiency curves on the energy
scale is expected since the properties of the model were
fitted to reproduce experimental data. However, the
agreement between the experimental and the calculated
general shapes of the curves, including the slopes of the
rising and decaying parts, is more important, as it
indicates the ability of the used model of the ion-atom
interaction to quantitatively describe the complex pro-
cesses of collisional excitation of ions, their decomposi-
tion, and scattering of the parent and the products ions
in the hexapole collision cell. The agreement between
theory and experiment is further discussed below.
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ure 1c presents the experimental and the calculated
dependences of the fragmentation efficiency on the
pressure in the collision cell for a numbers of selected
values of the ion kinetic energy (3–20 eV). Generally,
experiment and theory are in satisfactory agreement. As
was discussed above, the average number of collisions
experienced by a parent ion traveling through the full
the length of the collision cell can be roughly estimated
as changing from 0.5 at the lowest pressure used to
6 at the highest pressure. Thus, the left part of the
dependences presented in Figure 1c corresponds to the
conditions of mostly single collisions and the right
part–to those of multiple collisions.
Dissociation of t-Butyl Benzylammonium
Modeling of reaction 1, that of collisional dissociation of
benzylammonium, demonstrated that certain parame-
ters of the model had to be adjusted to achieve agree-
ment with experiment. In particular, the reaction enthalpy
H0
0(1) and the effective internal temperature TINT were
tuned; the value of TTR 600 Kwas used. The next logical
step of modeling is an attempt to use the same model,
with the values of the above adjustable parameters se-
lected on the basis of success of modeling of reaction 1, to
another reaction with different activation parameters. Re-
action 2 was selected for this purpose. Dissociation of
t-butyl benzylammonium ion requires overcoming a
smaller energy barrier compared to the barrier for
dissociation of benzylammonium (Figure 3, a 28 kJ
mol1 difference). The number of active degrees of
freedom of t-butyl benzylammonium (85) is larger than
that of unsubstituted benzylammonium (49).
A model of reaction 2 was thus created using the
model of reaction 1 as the basis. The 0 K reaction
enthalpy, H0
0(2), was adjusted relative to the value
based on quantum chemical calculations by the same
amount that was applied in the case of reaction 1:25.0
kJ mol1, to the final selected value of H0
0(2) 108.9 kJ
mol1. The energies of the transition-state (PES saddle
point) and the C(CH3)3C6H4CH2
[NH3] intermediate
relative to the C(CH3)3C6H4CH2
  NH3 dissociation
products remained unchanged. The value of TTR  600
K was used. Selection of the effective internal temper-
ature, however, is not straightforward. The degree of
internal vibrational excitation of the ion entering the
collision cell is determined by the processes in the ion
source. Since these processes are not expected to be
characterized by thermal equilibrium, there is no reason
to expect different ions to have the same effective
internal temperature. A feasible model can be based on
an assumption that, under identical conditions in the
ion source, different ions participate in similar pro-
cesses resulting in vibrational excitation and thus
should have similar amounts of energy deposited in
their degrees of freedom. Thus, the t-butyl benzylam-
monium ions entering the collision cell should have
initial internal energy similar to that of the benzylam-monium ions. Scaling the value of TINT 600 K used for
modeling the CID of the benzylammonium ions by the
number of degrees of freedom will result in TINT  350
K; such scaling corresponds to classical treatment of all
degrees of freedom. Using the rovibrational models of
these species and quantum expressions for energies of
oscillators and rotors, one obtains the effective internal
temperature TINT  430 K.
Modeling of collision-induced dissociation of t-butyl
benzylammonium was performed using these two val-
ues of TINT. The results demonstrated that using the
values of 350 and 430 K lead to under-prediction and
over-prediction of ion dissociation, respectively. Use of
the average value, TINT  390 K resulted in best
agreement between experiment and calculations. The
results of modeling are shown in Figure 2, in compari-
son with the experimental data. The agreement can be
described as satisfactory, although somewhat poorer
than in the case of reaction 1. The largest relative
deviations of the calculated fragmentation efficiencies
from the experimental values are observed at the low
pressures and high ion kinetic energies (EKIN 15–20 eV).
In particular, the experimental ion fragmentation effi-
ciency versus EKIN curves at lower pressures (Figure 2a)
display slower growth to saturation compared to simi-
lar curves at higher pressures and those obtained for the
benzylammonium ion. This trend is not reproduced by
the model, which results in saturation at lower energies.
Energy Distribution Functions
Examples of energy distribution functions resulting
from collisions between benzylammonium ion and ar-
gon atoms are presented in Figure 6. The upper plot
(Figure 6a) illustrates the per-collision activation func-
tion, the probability of energy-transfer upon a collision
with a collider gas atom with the relative kinetic energy
ECOLL. Here, the E axis corresponds to the energy
change; two plots are given, one for the energy in the
active degrees of freedom (EACT) and another for that of
the overall two-dimensional rotation (E2D). The shape of
the EACT probability distribution in Figure 6a is qual-
itatively similar to those obtained by Meroueh and
Hase [21] in quasiclassical trajectory studies of colli-
sional excitation of small peptides. This general similar-
ity can be expected since the quasiclassical trajectory
methodology used in the calculations of the current
work was based on that of Meroueh and Hase. It is
interesting to note that both energy distributions have
markedly nonthermal character, i.e., they cannot be
approximated with a Boltzmann distribution without
neglecting their distinctive shapes. Also, for illustrative
purposes, Figure 4S in the Supporting Information
compares this distribution with the functional form of
the internal energy distribution used by Armentrout
and coworkers (e.g., refs [11, 20, 43–46]).
The two lower plots in Figure 6 show examples of
distributions of energy in the active degrees of freedom
(EACT) resulting from very few (Figure 6b) or many
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of benzylammonium ions corresponding to the ion
trajectories reaching the exit aperture of the hexapole
collision cell. This includes trajectories in which either
unreacted parent ions or product ions of reaction 1
arrive at the exit of the cell. In the former case, the
energy is the active energy (EACT) of the parent ion at
the moment of leaving the cell; in the latter case, it is the
value of EACT before the dissociation of the parent ion.
The two lower panels in Figure 6 correspond to differ-
Figure 6. Energy distributions of benzylammonium ions ob-
tained in calculations. (a) Examples of per-collision internal en-
ergy distributions (energy in the active degrees of freedom, EACT,
and that of the adiabatic two-dimensional rotation, E2D) obtained
in quasiclassical trajectory calculations. The center-of-mass kinetic
energy ECOLL is 8.67 eV (200 kcal mol
1). Note that ECOLL differs
from EKIN by a factor determined by a ratio of masses: ECOLL 
m(Ar)/(m(Ar) m(C6H5CH2
)) 
 EKIN. (b) Energy distribution of
benzylammonium ions corresponding to the ion trajectories reach-
ing the exit aperture of the hexapole collision cell (see text) at the
pressure of 0.027 Pa (0.2 mTorr). The bar plot represents the results
of Monte Carlo modeling. Thermal Boltzmann energy distribu-
tions at selected temperatures are given for comparison (lines). (c)
Same as in part (b) but for the pressure of 0.53 Pa (4.0 mTorr). The
dashed line is for a Boltzmann distribution at 600 K shifted along
the energy axis by 0.82 eV. Note the qualitatively different energy
distribution shapes corresponding to single and multiple colli-
sions per trajectory (the pressures of 0.027 and 0.53 Pa, or 0.2 and
4 mTorr, respectively).ent conditions. In both cases the ions entered thecollision cell having initial thermal internal energy
distributions corresponding to TINT  600 K; these
distributions evolved as a result of ions colliding with
argon atoms. The conditions at the pressure of 0.027 Pa
(0.2 mTorr) correspond to parent ions, on average,
experiencing less than one collision per trajectory. Here,
most of the parent ions pass the hexapole cell without
collisions and only a fraction of them collides with
argon. As can be seen from the plot, the resultant
energy distribution is very close to the original energy
distribution of the ions entering the collision cell, i.e.,
the Boltzmann distribution at 600 K. It is somewhat
shifted relative to the Boltzmann curve towards higher
energies and can still be represented by a thermal
distribution function corresponding to a higher effec-
tive internal temperature (TINT  635 K). The 0.53 Pa (4
mTorr) conditions correspond to multiple collisions per
trajectory. The difference with the single-collision case
is quite visible: the population is shifted towards higher
energies. The energy distribution does not resemble a
Boltzmann curve, which is emphasized in Figure 6 by
presenting a thermal distribution curve corresponding
to TINT  970 K on the same plot. To some extent, the
distribution resembles a lower-temperature Boltz-
mann curve shifted along the energy axis (the dashed
line in Figure 6c), however, the similarity is not exact.
The EACT distribution in Figure 6c includes a fraction
of the parent ions with EACT  H0
0(1) that, neverthe-
less, contribute to dissociation because of the contri-
bution from the energy of adiabatic rotation (E2D),
which allows overcoming the centrifugal barrier to
decomposition.
General Discussion of the Method and the Results
The current work presents the most detailed modeling
study of collisional excitation and dissociation of ions in
a tandem mass spectrometer, in the sense that several
processes influencing the experimentally measured
quantities are modeled using basic physical principles.
These processes include parent ion flight in the rf electro-
magnetic field of the hexapole collision cell, vibrational
and rotational energy-transfer, scattering of parent ions
due to collisions with the monoatomic collider gas, reac-
tions of decomposition of the energized parent ions,
product ion flight in the hexapole electromagnetic field,
and scattering of product ions due to collisions. The level
of detail in the modeling of individual processes contrib-
uting to the overall phenomenon distinguishes the current
work from earlier studies, where generally one or two of
important processes are modeled in depth and other
contributing factors are assumed to either be unimportant
or contribute in an “averaged” way. Explicit accounting
for a multitude of physical processes enables distinguish-
ing between important and unimportant factors and iden-
tification of those that require more detailed and accurate
modeling.
Importance of some of these factors and associated
quantities, such as reaction energy barrier or the degree
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the collision cell, is fairly obvious. At the same time,
significance of another contributing factor, scattering of
product ions from the hexapole collision cell, was not a
priori apparent. It was observed that the loss of product
ions can exceed that of the parent ions, thus signifi-
cantly affecting the values of fragmentation efficiency.
Therefore, quantitative modeling of ion CID in appara-
tuses where ion scattering is not negligible needs to
include accounting for both parent and product ion
scattering. Moreover, comparison between experimen-
tal ion fragmentation mass spectra obtained using dif-
ferent instrument types or even different implementa-
tions of the same type of mass spectrometer may be
affected by different degrees of scattering and ion loss.
A number of model parameters had to be adjusted in
the process of modeling to achieve agreement with
experiment. Even though the values of all adjustable
parameters are within reasonable limits, variations in
these parameters can drastically change modeling re-
sults. The results demonstrate that the approach devel-
oped in this study is generally capable of quantitatively
reproducing experimental data on ion dissociation in
CID MS experiments. In this respect, they provide
support for using quasiclassical trajectories for model-
ing energy transfer in ion-atom collisions. However,
given the flexibility of the model parameters, the degree
of accuracy of the per-collision activation function can-
not be ascertained. In this respect, the relative success of
the model when applied to dissociation of tert-butyl
benzylammonium, which has the reaction enthalpy
lower than that of reaction 1 by 28 kJ mol1, is prom-
ising. More attempts to compare experiment and theory
are needed, using ion decomposition reactions with
wide differences in reaction energy barriers. Another
concern is the adequacy of the quasiclassical trajectory
description of scattering in ion-atom collisions. As dis-
cussed above, scattering of parent and product ions is
important, and imperfect description of collisions can
result in deficient accounting for ion scattering. Further-
more, potential effects of other parameters, such as, e.g.,
shape of the initial internal energy distribution of ions,
fringe field effects, and tuning parameters of the second
quadrupole filter have not been studied. It is highly
desirable to design experiments where potential effects
of these parameters are controlled or, ideally, separated
from the effects of collisional energy and structure of
the ions undergoing the reaction.
The computational models of both reactions 1 and 2
were created within the framework of the RRKM
method, which is based on the assumption of quick
randomization of energy in the active degrees of free-
dom of the molecule undergoing reaction. Potential
non-RRKM effects, such as those reported in references
[82] and [83], are not included in these models. In
principle, use of quasiclassical trajectory calculations
enables accounting for such effects (e.g., refs [47, 84, 85].
However, such accounting for non-statistical effects
requires more extensive exploration of the reactionpotential energy surface than that used in the current
work.
Practical CID studies of polyatomic ions are gener-
ally performed under the conditions corresponding to
multiple collisions between the ions and the collider
gas, at pressures close to those used at the high-
pressure end of the range of the current study. In many
practical studies, conditions are selected to result in a
certain fixed value of the ion dissociation efficiency. It is
thus useful to examine the performance of the models
of reactions 1 and 2 at the pressures of 0.27–0.53 Pa
(2.0–4.0 mTorr) and fixed ion dissociation percentages.
Since the models reasonably predict the energies (EKIN)
of the onset of ion dissociation, the low and intermedi-
ate dissociation percentage (5% and50%) conditions
are described adequately, with the corresponding val-
ues of EKIN being in general agreement with the exper-
imental values within 1 eV. At the same time, condi-
tions corresponding to large dissociation percentages,
e.g., 90%, are described with varying degrees of success.
The agreement is generally good under the conditions
where saturation in ion fragmentation efficiency is
observed at high EKIN values; however, a pronounced
disagreement is visible for reaction 1 at 0.27 Pa (2.0
mTorr), where the calculated fragmentation efficiency
does not reach the value of 90% while the experimental
one does (Figure 1b).
Conclusions
Collision-induced dissociation of two small polyatomic
ions (benzylammonium and 4-tert-butyl benzylammo-
nium) was studied experimentally by electrospray ion-
ization mass spectrometry. The instrument used was a
tandem quadrupole-hexapole-quadrupole CID mass
spectrometer. The dependences of ion fragmentation
efficiency on the kinetic energy of ions entering the
hexapole collision cell were determined at several fixed
values of the collider gas (argon) pressure. The results
obtained for C6H5CH2NH3
 (reaction 1) were used to
develop a theoretical model of ion collisional excitation,
scattering, and decomposition, to evaluate the model
performance, and to adjust its critical parameters. The
results obtained for C(CH3)3C6H4CH2NH3
 decomposi-
tion (reaction 2) were used for evaluation of agreement
with experiment only, with only one model parameter
adjusted.
The theoretical Monte Carlo model of ion collisional
excitation, scattering, and decomposition was based on
first-principles simulation of individual ion’s flight
through the hexapole collision cell, its collisions with
the atoms of the collider gas, the resultant vibrational
and rotational excitation and scattering, and decompo-
sition into ammonia and the corresponding product
ion. The trajectories of ion flight through the collision
cell were modeled by integrating classical equations of
motion of a charged point mass in rf electromagnetic
field. Collisional activation was described by perform-
ing quasiclassical trajectory calculations for the ion –
438 KNYAZEV AND STEIN J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2010, 21, 425–439atom encounters. Kinetics of ion dissociation was mod-
eled using the RRKM method.
The results of modeling demonstrate sensitivity to
scattering of product ions from the hexapole collision
cell; loss of product ions due to this scattering can
significantly exceed, in relative terms, that of the parent
ions. Failure to account for product ion loss results in
incorrect values of fragmentation efficiency and quali-
tatively incorrect shapes of the ion fragmentation effi-
ciency versus kinetic energy curves. Modeling results
are also moderately sensitive to the distribution of
initial ion velocities orthogonal to the axis of the colli-
sion cell; using a thermal distribution with the charac-
teristic temperature of 600 K resulted in agreement with
experiment.
Dissociation of t-butyl benzylammonium ion (reac-
tion 2) was modeled using the same model parameters
that were used in calculations for reaction 1, with only
one model parameter, the effective initial internal tem-
perature of the ions, adjusted. Reaction 2 has an energy
barrier that is smaller than that of reaction 1 by 28 kJ
mol1; the number of active degrees of freedom of
t-butyl benzylammonium (85) is larger than that of
unsubstituted benzylammonium (49). Despite the dif-
ferences, the results of simulations are in general agree-
ment with the experimental data. The agreement pro-
vides support for the theoretical approach developed in
the current work and for its potential use for predicting
fragmentation efficiencies in other similar reactions.
Analysis of energy distribution functions obtained in
modeling demonstrates that these functions strongly
depend on the numbers of collisions between the ion
and the atoms of the collider gas (single versus multiple
collisions) and, in general, have non-Boltzmann shapes.
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